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MCompaq 1200 Series Notebooks
Complete with the ideal blend of innovation and technology, Compaq's
1200 Series notebooks are powered by a variety of new multimedia
processors. By incorporating mobile processors with SyncDram, PCI
sound and high-speed modems you get advanced features for much
less cost than traditional notebook designs. With these technologies,
premium performance comes without premium price. The 1200
series is tailor-made for school research or business travel.

COMPAa

OM Compaq 1600 Series Notebooks
Compaq's 1600 series notebooks deliver faster multimedia and Inter-
net access than ever before for outstanding performance! Business,
schoolwork, research, Web browsing and game play all happen with
blinding speed. Compaq's notebooks feature HPA or TFT displays with
up to 13.3" screens. You'll enjoy exceptional display quality, acceler-
ated 3D graphics, 64 -voice PCI sound and 56K modems.

When Your Work
Needs to Go With
You, We're Ready

RadioShack and Compaq team up to provide the best in

computing portability and communication to make life

on the road or at school a breeze.

cmg Palm -size PC has the most advanced,
easy -to -read color display
Aero 2130. This handheld PC has the TFT (Thin Film Transistor) 256
color display that can be seen in low light or bright light conditions. The
screen has a 4" diagoral view and .24mm pitch. 16MB of RAM for
plenty of application speed and storage. Input methods are wide ranging
for various needs. Touch -sensitive display, software keyboard, voice
recorder and stylus. Wirtdowsc-' CE with ActiveSyncD technology auto-
matically uploads and downloads your data. Audible Content Player al-
lows audio books from toe Internet to be enjoyed with the convenience
of a digital audio player in the palm of your hand. Docking cradle con-
nects to your desktop PC through available serial port. Cradle also
recharges toe long -life litoium-ion battery. 25-740 499.00

Convenient modem accessories

Retractable modem/phone Vine
cord. Reduces clutter-extra line re-
tracts into holder. One end plugs into
wall jack, the other into your phone
or PC. 12 feet long.

279-461 19.99

Fax/modem mate. MM -1000. By-
pass hard -wired wall jacks at hotels,
airports-hook up your laptop al-
most anywhere. Plugs into phones
with detachable handset cords. Re-
quires two 9V batteries.
43-1242 49.99


